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ON THE QUESTION OF CALCULATIONS OF THERMAL
RADIATION OF THE ATMOSPHERE

Khel'gi Niylisk

Introduction

At present there exist three methods of computing radiation fluxes

of the atmosphere: theoretical formulas, empirical formulas, and

graphic methods. Since empirical formulas are true only for average

conditions of the atmosphere and calculations with the help of

theoretical formulas are connected with large calculating difficulties,

many authors have tried to find graphic methods for calculation of

atmospheric radiation fluxes, which would allow to simplify the

calculations and simultaneously correctly consider the concrete

conditions in the atmosphere. As is known, such graphic methods are

called radiation nomographs.

Since at present there exists a whole series of radiation nomo-

graphs based on different principles, their comparison and also their

study is of considerable interest. Study of the nomographs enables

one to clarify the cause of the divergence of results and thus to this

or that degree to try to evaluate the advantages and deficiencles of'

individ•,•l nomogr-iphs. This IL- the ba;'1c purpose o1 thls worP. Pe;eidle:-

this, by using ivernge aeroclri:atic. data for various zones of the globe



we will try in this work to obtain average typical dat•i about the

movement of fluxes of thermal radiation on different lntitudes and

heights In the troposphere.
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originate from the equation of the transfer of long-wave radiation

-- I

kte JE -1, (.i

'It is found that after approximate solution of these equations

m9

the expression for fluxes of radiation can, by one or another means#

be presented in the form

_ (2)

where M and N are certain known functions.

Fluxes of thermal atmospheric radiation will be numerically

equal to the area in the system of coordinates (M, N). r

Expressions for fluxes of radiant energy constitute triple integral

over all wavelengths over all solid angles composing the hemi.-.phere

and over all elementary layers composing the final layer for whitch

rndiation is calculated. The distinction between nomographs co-As31t.--,

in the order and methods of their integrations and thIso depunt; on s:-

utilizel experimentf l data ora absorbed long-wave r .anlohr, en, i ol

be prsente in te-fo-



the transmission function. Of essential value is not only the quanti-

tative distinction of transmission functions but also the fundamental

approach to them, depending upon the quantities determining them. As

* is known, the transmission of thermal radiation by the atmosphere

depends not only on -the content of substances absorbing radiation in

the atmosphere but also on the structure of layers which absorb

radiation. Therefore the transmission function should be presented

in -the form

PS(-PS(kA 7). (3)

Thus the difference between radiation nomographs consists still

in the calculation of the dependence of transmission functions on

pressure and temperature.

It is necessary to note that without exception all the authors

of radiation nomographs consider the dependence of the transmission

functiong on pressure not directly, but indirectly, by introducing the

so-called "effective absorbing mass." In otherwords, instead of the

ordinary expressior for the absorbing mass

-,,qpda,-I (4)

they apply the formula

M(5)

We know of seven radiation nomographs, by the following authors:

Shekhter [3, 4], Dmitriyev [5], Brooks [6], Robinson [7), Elsasser [8],

Yamamoto [9], and MUgge and Mdller [1, 10, 11].1 Let us consider

briefly the basic principles of these nomographs.

'Another radiation nomograph was developed by Deacon [12], but it,
is intended for calculation of thermal flux only in the ,urface l]yer
of the atmosphere.

-4-
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The simplest principle of construction of radiation nomographs wai

used by Shekhter, Brooks, and Robinson. These authors considered the

dependence of the transmission function only on the effective content

of water vapor, i.e., they presented the transmission function in the ...

• form

where

f t
-eep-dsgnts afiih (7) .1

nHere pc designates a certain standard pressure.

A more general principle of the construction of radiation

nomographs was applied by Thitriyev, Elsasser, Yamamoto and also by

MUgge and M61ler. They tried to consider the influence of temperature

on absorption of long-wave radiation.

As is known, the integral transmission function can be expressed

as follows: 1

Pip /4(T) Pl. a 1, ((. p). wi (8)

The influence of the temperature of the absorbing medium on the

absorption of radiation appears in twofold form. On the one hand, with

a change in temperature in accordance with Wien's law there occurs a

displacement of the distribution curve of energy in the spectrum of

radiation of an ideal black body ("displacement effect"). A consequence

of this is f f,(T). On the otherhand, a change in the temperature

of the absorbing medium is connected with a change in the intensity

and width of lines and absoption bands. Therefore the coefficient of

absorption kx should also be considered to be a function of temperature.

)ur[rig the construction of their nomograpns DmItriyev, F1-i.,sser,

!ýý%7i<e nnd M611er considered only the "effect of displacer rit": they

-5-



considered coefficients of' absorption to be independetoi of temperature.

Yamamoto took the dependence of the coefficient of absorption on

temperature into account. Therefore with respect to caiculation of

temperature effect Yamamotots nomograph is the best developed.

For the effective content of water vapor Elsasser recommends using

formula (7) and Yamamoto and Dmitriyev propose the following formula:

d& (9)

Mdller proposes taking a more complicated correction for calcula-

tion of the influence of pressure on infrared atmosphere radiation.

He considers that in formula (5)
4t p u08 (.)+o f (to)

mograph of F. N. Shekhter

In basis of construc\n of his nomograph Shekhter assumes general

formulas for fluxes of therma radiation obtained as the result of

integration equ'-ttons of transfer of radiation (1) by the mpthod of

Ambartsumyan and Lebedinskiy (2]. The concept of this method consists

of the fulfillment of integration over all wavelengths in two stages.

First integration is conducted in terms of those X for which k < k% <

< k + dk and then for all dk. Further there is introduced the function

f(k), determining the share of intensity of incident radiation occurring

on those sections of the spectrum to which there correspond

infinitesimally differing values of the coefficient of absorption,

i.e., in those sections of the spectrum the coefficient of absorption

is considered con.itant.1

'He,'. .Thektte, r'onsidert Aie funct-orl I(k) to -','eperiderit of
temperati•re.
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For the descending radiation flux of the atmosphere Shekhter

obtained

JI (12) '_

II

The rising flux of thermal radiation can be determined analogously.

As can be seen from formula (12), the thermal fluxes at a given

level are numerically equal to the area boLmded by a closed contour int

the system of coordinates (pD, B).

During construction of the transmission function PD' Shekhter
considers the influence of two atmospheric gases - water vapor nnd

carbon dioxide - on the absorption of thermal radiation; this means

"that PD PD(w' u). She assumes that

Here the exponent "13-I7" shows that the function of transmission

or absorption is Siven only for the 13-17 LL region of the spectrum.

Further, Shekhter finds a connection between u and w (with an

average content of carbon dioxide):

By substituting expression (14) in formula (13) we will obtain the

transmission of long-wave atmospheric radiation in dependence upon
-4

only one variable - the effective content of water vapor, w. 'hekhter

proposed a special nomograph for computing w. However, In the forim

in whict it is given in work [=] this a.ixillary nomogri-ph gives resultr
A

-7 a



which do not correspond to formula (7); apparently there is a misprint

here.

During construction of the transmission function PD Shekhter used

experimental and theoretical data of many authors on absorption by

water vapor and carbon dioxide [3). The obtained curve turned out to

be in good approximation to the formula

P& (W).QH. (Q4. VW) + PIfs (P. v'. (15)

Shekhter determined the values of the coefficients: Q. = 1.88&,;

P1 = 2.116; q, = 0.54; P1 = 6.94 .

Nomograph of F. Brooks

Brooks' nomograph is built on the assumption that in the coordinate

system R1- eD)" B] thermal fluxes of the atmosphere are expressed by

areas, 1 i.e.,

O (w)-- (I-A.) D (16)

Brooks experimentally determined einittance E(w, u) for parallel

radiation. Observations were produced in the laboratory arid in the

Earth's atmosphere (in a winter continental-polar air mass which

contained a normal quantity of carbon dioxide). Thus, during the

determination of the magnitudes of w and e(w) the influence of carbon

dioxide on emittance E in the given air mass was automatically

considered. The coefficient of diffusivity was determined experimen-

tally in order to obtain the emittance for diffuse radiation; it

turned out to be equal to 1.73. The curve eD = CD(w) was obtained

with account taken of the influence of carbon dioxide on the trans-

mission of radiation (on the assumption that the content of carbon

'Brooks used uie fact t':,tc in an Isothermal atomocphere P = I -.



I

dioxide corresponds to conditions of a winter con inental-polar air

mass).*

Noreigraph of G. Robinson

Robinson, like Brooks, considers thnt fluxeo of therm•l radlation

in the atmosphere are expressed numerically by areas in the coordinate I
system_ [I - SO), D). The only difference is that Robinson considers

the influence of carbon dioxide on atmospheric radiation fluxes

separately from the influence of water vapor. He assumes that the

radiation of carbon dioxide always composes 18.51 of the radiation an

ideal black body at a temperature of the air at Lhe earthts surface

such that

G(W)w ases 5+ it e(wfl5 (

Uz.:ng measurements of the evittance of isothermal layers of the

atmosphere carried out by different authors, as well as his own,

Robinson ccnstructed the curve of the dependence of emittance of the

isothermal layers of the atmosphere on their absorbing mass for parallel

radiation. Then he constructed a curve with taking into account

diffusivity of radiation, where the coefficient of diffusivity was

assumed equal to 1.66.

Nomograph of A. A. Dmitriyev

At the basis of the nomograph of Dmitriyev lies the most general

examination of the problem of transfer of long-wave radiation in the

atmosphere. In this case the determination of radiation fluxe:i are

nroduced in three stages, for which there are three 4.orresponding

nomographs: one basic and two auxiliary. First - at nuxlilar./

nomograih - pernits considering the dependence of tl ihosorpai 1 '

cLherr-l u., diatio .n h.,e atmL i-re on pressure and ser.. -z for,

-9-[ A



calculation of effectAve absorbing masses of water vapor. With the

help of the second - the basic !iomi.graph - the intensity of rttdl.,ulot

for different direoit ons L., cnlcuilated. By solving the general equn-

tions of radiative heat transfer, Dmitriyev obtained the following

formula for the intensity of descrnding rad1ition:1

I+(W.0) mif w.-r_.j*(T,,), (18)

where

R(T. w) -- fh•,EA(r•-haa'w (±9)

and f

R.(r, W) - [E(1-e'A (20)

when T= 273°F.

In formulu:s (19) :mj (20) k\,(: designntej the coefficient of

absorptlon at 'Izindard po-,.sure Pc.

Dmitriyev obtained an analogous fornula for It

The third - in auxiliary nomograph - serves for calculation of

total fluxes of thermal radiation in a hemisphere by the formulas:

o f (0) U- fI (., 0)

T

o ()-2 1# (W..)d(4!).

During consteuction of the transmLssion functio!L Dmttriyev used

the exponential 1,.w

-It i2 riecec% y to nO, ,iL tite .. : A of ca'ti , ions by the
-.omograp j ot" Dm11 I i,-v. naid n ', AI.1g1 e '4 M6! 1 r do not. depend on thC
:eleetfot of tempe, ;ire F J.

- i .-

..-.



Integration over all wavelengths was carried out within the limits
I

4.5 i 't X s 92 ji. Here the entire infrared spectrum was divided into

16 sections from I to 28 a in width and it was assumed that in each of

these sections absorption was constant. The coefficients of the

sections were calculated according to Albrecht and Elsasser. The

influence of carbon dioxide on the absorption of long-wave radiation

is completely ignored by Dmitriyev.

Nomograph of R. Migge and F. !f611er

The nomograph of MUgge and W61ler is based on the approximate

solution of the problem of the transfer of long-wave radiation in the

atmosphere. The basic principles of the nomograph are approximately

the same as those for Dmitriyev nomograph No. 2.

On the nomograph of Migge and M7ller long-wave fluxes of atmo-

spheric radiation are depicted in the coordinate system [x( w)

y(T, Ti, w)] so that

004) Sir~ k)41TS ). (2,3)

where

10r. w.a J () (25)

An(*'.w f[( .-

dPr-1- .'

I! I ! ! !! !! ! !! ! ! ! !!!A!



where v1 is the frequency corresponding to the center of the line-,

T, = 313 K, KI is the coefficient of absorption in the center of the
line.

For construction of the function of absorption the authors use -the

average coefficients obtained by Albrecht. The coefficient of

dIffusivity is equal to 1.66.

A special auxiliary nomograph is proposed for calculation of the

influence of carbon dioxide on atmospheric radiation. During cornstruc-

tion of this auxiliary nomograph it was assumed that radiation of an

isothermal layer of carbon dioxide at a temperature of 3130K and

containing an infinitely large quantity of CO2 is 13.3% of the

radiation of an ideal black body at trie same temperature. If the

change in the content of carbon dtoxide with height is known, with

the auxiliary nomograph one can determine the magnitude of radiation

of carbon dioxide for any layer of the atmosphere.

Numograph of W. Elsasser

By solving the general equations of transfer of long-wave radiation,

Elsasser beforehand carries out integration in terms of all solid

angles and all wavelengths and for integration in terms of allI elementary layers he proposes a radiation nomograph. Radiation fluxes

in the given case are numerically equal to areas in the coordinate

system aT2), where

.r) -o(I,, w)4A.

Here a is a certain constant.

Fluxes of thermal radiation are calculated grnphically on the

ba.&1t of the fo':mula

aO(W)wm (9. T) aT. (

-12-



To carry out integration in terms of wavelengths Elsasser idealize.

the absorption spectrum and introduces a so-called generalized coeffi-

cient of absorption LX. During calculation of these coefficients

Elsasser used theoretical and experimental data of many authors on

absorption by water vapor [8]. Elsasser considers radiation of varbon

dioxide very approximately, considering that independently of the

content of carbon dioxide, its radiation (in the interval 13-17 U) can

always be considered equal to a certain fraction of the radiation of

an absolute black body at the temperature of the consid-red level.

Nomograph of G. Yamamoto

The equations which form the basis of the Yanamoto nomograph are

the same in principle as those in the Elsasser nomograph, but Yamamoto

transformed them somewhat. He selects another coordinate system,

namely: as the abscissa, B(T) and as the ordinate, PD(W, T). For

calculating the transmigsion function of water vapor Yamnmoto used

the Elsasser method, i.e., generalized coefficients of absorption IX(T),

but for the far infrared region he used other data about absorption by

water vapor. Yamamoto also considered the dependence of I on T.

Yamamoto considers the radiation of atmospheric carbon dioxide

with the help of two special auxiliary nomographs. The first of them

serves for calculation of the correction of the radiation of carbon

dioxide AG[fl(u, w)] in the 12.5-17.5 4 region of the spectrum on the

total radiation flux. This nomograph is located in the lower part

of the basic nomograph. With the help of the other auxiliary nomograph

one can find the function f 1 (u, w) if u and w are known.

For construction of the transmission function of cnrboii dioxide

PD(u. T) in thp 12.'-17.-[ a region of the spectrum Yamamoto ured

CIlender t s dntn. The co-!fficlent of diffusivity wti:: taken -s 1.5.

k ....... --



The dependence of the Lrnaxmission furction tranmmission for .0 2 on

temperature was considered only at temperatures T < 1600 K. The trans-

mission functions for water vapor and carbon dioxide P}(u, w) were

cilcuiated on the assumption that

P _(,a.W) - PS(S) -PO). (29)

The transmission functions for all the named nomographs are shorn

-inf 1. Buit. Is isl stictly to ccmpare these functions,

since they are

determilned at different

temperatures. For

alinstanc:e, the absorp-

tion flanctiton of the

M-lgge and iM46ller

nomograph was obtained

0 cnt a tempersnture of

!13 0 K and that of the

Elsasser nomograph at

2730 K. In the

Yamamnoto nomog rIlph
Fig. 1. Integral transmission function for
nomographs: 1 - Elsasser (O°C); 2 - tugge only the absorption
and Muller; 3- Robinson; 4 - Brooks; 5 -
Yamamoto; 6- Shekhter; 7 - Dmltriyev; 8- function for water
Elsasser (k00 C). vapor Is given, since

Yamamoto considers the radiation of carbon dioxide separately with the

help of a special romograph. Owing to the various principles of

construction of the nomographs in general, an exact comparison on the

basis of the correm!:cndi:±g !'trctions of absorption impo::I ie,

-2 -



Calculations by tbe NomograDhs and AialFyzj.
of the Results

In this work calculations are performed according to all the

above-described nomographs, with use of the following data-

a. Data of radiosounding of the atmosphere near the city of

Tallin during 1958. Only data of cloudless days are selected.

b. Average ty-pical aeroclnatic data in clear weather for

various latitudinal zones of the globe, taken from works 9 and 13.

The principal characteristics of these data are shown in Tables

S~I and 2.

Table i. Temperature, Thickness of Inversion,
and Total Content of Water Vapor' at the
Eartht s Surface

Date Time t nver- of|
S("~cm"

111 09 AP Is I
2140 -an27

17. 111 0 --3A 4A a"
11L III so 214 .4 - .0*A

M1Il -Ow - * A

it I!l a m , -12- 33 US
ttM -4* - L4t.

21. lI t1 -so . - 031
IL. oll* Sam -4" as oAw tsacM -s1a U a

ISM VO* 010I AIf. V a 4" 4m -- IlL V 0~ w•ot Ll" . IAI

31. V 38 .6 IM* 4A IU
A Vill a asm 11 63 v

Is* 10* -- IN
SAID Ia - ai.

3L VIll 0 IiOt I" - 2AM
sa 1"* U go3

I. IXM 1 as Ila 40 lit

'Per formula (7).

-.15-



Table 2. Temperature and Total Content of
Water Vapor on the L:trth's Surface in Variou-
Zones of the Globe in March1

Latitudinol zone t to(°C) Wo'm("cm"

o0-WJJN 1? U8.4.
10-wI 3
20-WN i330-.4P N t$SO . 1544

40-Wir 4.0 .InI

50--WI -5. 0oil
00-70'N --14 0.oi

'It is possible to consider these values
close to the annual average.

With the help of the family of nomographs fluxes of thermal

atmospheric radiation (descending flux, rising flux, and effective

radiation) were determined at the level of the earth's surface and

at 3 km. On the baals o" the data in Tuole 2 radiation fluxes for the

8 km level were calcultited. For determination of the effective

absorbing mass of water v-opor the formuLa recommended by the author

of the corresponding nomo,$raph was used (the only exception Is the

MUgge and M61ler nomograph, for which effective absorbing masses were

calculated by formula (7)).

The radiation of the earth's surface in all cases was calculated

by the formula B 4.

The results of these calculations are presented in Tables 3-10

'.tnd in Figs. 2 and 3.

Besides this additional calculations were produced by the various

nomographs to study the influence of the correction for pressture and

for a more detailed detenLination of the movement of fluxes of thermal

atmospheric radiation with height.

I' -16-
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Fig. 2. Descending atmospheric radiation
flux for various latitudinal zones per
nomographs of: 1 -- Elsasser; 2 - M~ge and
Mdller; 3 - Robinson!- 4 - Brooks; 5--Yamamoto; 6- Shekhter; 7- Dm-triyev.

The divergence of the resultý-, determined by the various homo-

graphs Is comparzatively large. Especially great are the divergences of

values of effective atmospheric radiation; descending radiation fluxes

the divergence lies within thv limits of measurement error.
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o!le ar•d the same ,ouundlng of the "itmosphere att ir, a.- :ucn .

(0.053 cal/cm2 .min) and the diff rencef in the v:,le- ,ie : effective

rdiatlon reach 24,'n (0.089 cal/cm r.mill).

The overall picture of the v',lue:; oi' atmospheric t'luxes In very

complex and the distinctions in the results seem nonsystematic, since

corresponding curves intersect and their relative locatton changes

with height. Good coincidence is found only in the re i-iltLj from the

nomographs of Shekhter and Brooks. Comparatively satisfactory agreement

is noted in the results from the nomographs of Ynmamoto and Dmitriyev,

but the differences in radiation fluxes here increase strongly with

height. There is a certain coordination in the vnliies of bnck r.,diatjon

found by the nomographs of Elsnsser and M5l1er. The remaititng results

do not coincide and the differences grow strongly with height.

Let us try to clarify the causes of these divergences. First of

all we will compare the results of the determinat.ton of rnd-itlon

fluxes (Figs. 2 and 3) and the corresponding transmission functions

(Fig. i). Actually a good correlation exists between the movement of

the transmission functions and the values of fluxes of thermal

radiation. Transmission functions of various nomographs cross at

approximately those values of effective absorbing masses at which

there is intersection of the curves of the corresponding fluxes of

thermal atmospheric radiation.'

A certain deflection from this rule can be found only at large

absorbing masses and temperatures (there where the absolute values of

planimetry error can be great) and in resuilts obtalred ',t very low

'We will not, that by thl.2 method it In impo:;i.I, to '.o,,rI•,re th,'
results obtained L,.r the nomo, ,'iphz of Y'Imtirioto with1 1. thI.*., r,'vult.,ji
.. Lnee Yn:•,imoto con.1tders the 1,,fluence if C' on !,b.- ,,' 1, )I*r 'i Lorwln-

w:,ve rad a.lion by itmn. ,it' a pocial nmo.ftraph.

"-23-
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atmospheric temperatures. For the nomograph of MUgge and M61ler thin

correlation is weak. But here one should note that the transmission

function of the MUgge and M1l1er nomograph iL given for a temperature

of 313 K and the rest of the transmission functions are mostly for

273 0 K. With comparison of the transmission function per MUgge and

M61ler with the function of' absorption per Elsasser for 3130 K (Fig. 1)

it is clear that quite good correlation exists between these trans-

mission functions and the corresponding values of atmospheric back

radiation.

Thus the transmisslon function is one of the main factors

determining the values of radiation fluxes according to one or another

nomograph.

Besides this, a certain influence I- rendered on the determination

of radiation fluxes on the nomographs by the fundamental construction

of the nomographs, and mainly by the dependence of absorption on

temperature. As is known, during calculation of the "effect of

displacement" somewhat larger values of back radiation are obtained.

This temperature effect emerges especially strongly at low atmospheric

temperatures. On the basis of this it is possible to explain the

relatively large values of back radiation from the nomographs of

Dmltriyev, Yamamoto, Elsasser, and MUgge and M6ller at low temperatures.

Since for the nomographs of Dmitriyev and Yamamoto the effective

absorbing masses are calculated witt use of the correction -- and in
PC

the other nomographs this correction is J~, we obtain corresponding

effective absorbing masses, on the averng.-, 10% smaller (with small

absorbing masses, even up to o50%). ThIs is one of the reasons tfor

whic.h tU values c,'" bick rntd.,tiori are ::m:il er by the ,,omographs of

!Pnitt'iye, nind Yama),Lto th:,n by other nomo,,;rnphs. To study the influence
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of the correction for pressure f(p) on atmospheric radintion fluxes,

we produced additional calculations by the Yamamoto and Dmitriyev

rhomographs, using the correction end by the Elsasser nomograph

with account taken of the correction P-. The results are given in
PC

Tables 1i and 12.

Table 11. Influence of Correction for Pressure on Descending
Atmoapheric Radiation Flux G S (cal/cm2 .min)

______________r- "tI1 __ _ _ __ _ _ _,,___.___,,____,,

"*0--P OL45 em 6ft M *in41-W am hs OM5 43. 4 W a *ANl amI' 0-41 4* am
31.-N UN GN N OM & 05 13~41 0 4*M GA AN "

4-WIo LOO am am SW OM OW AM M OM

Table 12. Influence of Correction for Pressure on Effective
Atmospheric Radiation F(ca.!/cm2 .mi~n) __________

am•. a •a . usk

S,- 111 joi . O1 US 0.= 0r-3 0.,l5 OW 0•'- Ill "0.115

,,.WM 0-s 1W 0 = el -1 SI -B L'

0=ib 0-3 615 OlS 01 0= 0--o ". 1 .-3. .1

0-W 0-3 013 03 013 0 0=, , 0-1.0il01S 0l
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As can be Seen from the tables, the individual differences in

back radiation are within the limits 0.003-0.015 cal/curP.min. The

change in-effective radiation is approximately the same, By the

Thmawto n~ograph 'the ebanges in the values of back radiation

constitute, on the average, 1,5% at z =0, 2.6% at z 5,i and 7.6%

at z 3 The changes in the values of effective radiation are 31

-- n3.%, -respetively.

In order to recognize which meteoelement has an especially stroag

influene-e on radiation fluxes of the atmosphere, we studied the

correlations between 00 1 and too G0 I and w C5w Gj and t 3, G53

and to, G3 i and rw3tin These correlations were considered also for

effective radiation.1

It was found that atmospheric back radiation gives quite good

correlation both with temperature and also with the total content of

water vapor. Typical pictures o f e this correlation are given inI Figs. 4& and 5, where its values as computed by the Elsasser nomograph
and also by other nor ographn give an analogous picture.

Effective atmospheric radiation gives no correlation with

temperature and effective absorbing mass.

The empirical formulas of Angstrom and Brent for the determination

of effective radiation and back radiation of the atmosphere are widely

known. With a cloudless sky they have the following general form:

(30)

where f'and f" are certain functions of ed 0

'Here the index sboes toe heigut 1bove. the enrtn's surface.

SEffctie amosherc rdiaion lve nocorelaio2w6-
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-
. lation between

• •atmospheric back radiation
,at 

the 3 m level and the
Stemperature on the earth's• • .. s u r f a c e .

S" "o • .. ... •t " -• JIn order to check t~he
Validity of these formulas

S~~in this work we Studied the !*.Ocorrelation 

between b

• / and e0 and also that between
oGo

Fig. 4. 0 - correlation between atmo- GSspheric back radiation and temperature and eo.2 on the basis
Son the earthis surface; O- correlation T

between atmospheric back radiation andthe total content Of water vapor on theo a

earth's surface

obtained by the nomtiraphs.eTypical correlation graphs are depicted in Pig. 6.As can be seen, there actually exists a certain correlation between
the ratios CTa o and lZ o and the tension of water vapor eot but the

aT 0 j
'It I. necessiry to note that in this case all tne nomogrnph i.

npprox1r-tely identical correlation graphs. 
I
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spread of points is great. Therefore it is possible to think that

empirical formulas of the type of (30) are useful only for tentative

calculations.

Since in reality there 1b a 3smultaneous influence of temperature

aand water rapor on fluxes of' thermal atmospheric raliatlot, it is

natural to assume that a good zorrelation -xexists b•eweeen -fixes az-•a.

certain function of T and w A•s an example we studied the

correlations between O I and + acTO4 (a is a certain constant)
0 const (at

and also between Go I and " The correlation graph is shown

in Fig. T. Correlations are actually very good. Here all the

nomographs give an approximately identical correlation. On the basis

of these correlations it is possible to give empirical formulas, but

for exact determination of the corresponding coefficients it is

necessary to determine the radiation fluxes more exactly, which is

* impossible to do with the help of radiation nomographs. It is

necessary to note that these correlations have no physical meaning.

No correlation is observed for effective radiation.

We tried also to clarify how the influences of stratification is

reflected in the results of the calculations. We compared the

differences between the values of radiation fluxes according to the

various nomographs for cases of inversion and without it. No

correlation was found between these differences and inversions, so

that all nomographs consider thermal stratification of the atmosphere

to an approximately equal degree.

Appraisal of Nomographs

On the basis of the calculations in this work i iz not so easy

to resoive 'he queation of which of the nomographs is Trne best. First

of all, we do not have at our disposal data of measurement of radistiorn
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ifuxes during Sounding and therefore it is difficult to say which of

the nomographs gives results closest to reality. Secondly, errors in

p-lanimetry are quite large (up to 10%) and factors weakly affecting

.! the-agnitýdes of long-wave radiation are impossible to detect. It is

difficult to determine, for instance, to what measure the influence

of the various principles of construction of nomographs on radiation

Ij --. flturxes vcprs-d Nonetheless, by working partially from the data

of construction of the nomographs and on results obtained in our work

it is possible to conduct a certain, analysis of the quality of the

radiation homographs.

As was already noted, from the point of view of the principles

* involved the Dmitriyev nomograph is one of the best. Nonetheless it

has certain essential deficiencies. First, the data on absorption of

thermal radiation in atmosphere which lie at the basis of the

construction of the Dmitriyev nomograph at present should be consideredI i obsolete. The influence of carbon dioxide on the absorption of thermal

radiation is quite ignored in this nomograph. Be--ides this, in

constructing the isolines of temperature for the nomograph Dmitriyev

calculated only six points for each line. But since the ordinate

of these lines is a nonmonotonic function of the abscissa, the broken

curves thus obtained only very approximately depict the real course

of the isolines of temperature. For practical purposes the procedure

of calculating radiation fluxes from three nomographs is complex and

the plantmetry error can be very considerable.

The main deficiency of the Elsasser and Robinson nomographs is

the rough calculation of the radiation of carbon dioxide. These

nomographs are useful only for surface calbulations. Besidcs thir;,

the generalized coefficient o:" absorption 1. on the oa,;i8 of which

Elsasser conistIructed the traLin:ior function of his nomograph wfi:;

-30-



S~determined very inaccurately [I]. Regarding the function of absorption

S~~constructed by Robinson, a whole series of dee-ciencies exists in its

S ... ... ... r !

determination also 1143.

The nomograph of M1gge and Miller was built somewhat more

successfully, since from the practical point of view It has uncondi-
-tonal advantages over _t e Diitriyev nomograph. The influence of

carbon dioxide is considered in dependence upon the content of carbon

dioxide. -But also these authors also use average, very approximate

data about the absorption of long-wave radiation in the atmosphere -[I.

In the Yamamoto nomograph the influence of carbon dioxide on

absorption-of radiation is considered most exactly. The appraisal of

the influence of temperature on the function of absorption is also

more correctly conducted.

The noniographs of Shekhter and Brooks are very useful from a

practical point of view, since the isolines of temperature and absorb-

ing mass here are straight lines. Besides this, the absorption

functions of these nomographs, as compared to those of the nomographs

of the other authors, are more reliable. It is interesting that

the absorption functions per Shekhter and per Brooks are very close,

despite the fact that they are determined by different methods and on

the basis of different data. It is necessary to note that in the

light of the most recent data [16, 15] the influence of carbon dioxide

on atmospheric absorption is somewhat overvalued in the Shekhter

nomograph.

The above-mentioned characteristic features are reflected in the

results calculated by the various nomographs. It is possible to say

that when conducting calculations by the no.ographs of Dmitriyev,

Elsnsser, and also Migge and Mblle" one obtains more or less relinbif!

results only r•e-r the ear'th's surface, while the values for rrdialtion
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ýj_ _f-Iue& •" heightz-of 3 and 8 tM are already noticeably inaccurate.

I i The results from the Robinson nomographs are Inadeqrace even at the

surface of the earth.

Sou htpn in& Brewer f-171, experimentally determining fluxes of

long-wave atmospheric radiation in the lower part of the troposphere,

4-• tlowd tbat-t;he Elsasser nomograph (correction 2-p\ gives good agreement

•_ _: with.observa-tioa en-d rwticeablypoorer coincidences are obtained on

the basis of the nomographs of Yamamoto and Robinson.

Comparison of the results from the Elsasser nomograph ith the

correction for pressure 2.-. with the corresponding values from the
PC,

nomographs of Shelhter and Brooks obtained in this work, shows

57;atisfactory agreement with the exception of extremely large values of

back radiation in the zone o-iON. With these values the values of

j back radiation found from the Yamamoto coincide to a certain degree

with these values with a correction for pressure of 1I (Table 13).I c

Table 13. Atmospheric Back Radiation of ýhe
Level of the Earth's Surface G 0 (cal/cm*-min)
Latitude Ie- P noma.&;r h of

zone B - -"°° I w- " I " -

0-t, 851 Owl? 012 0M9

US-fl N OW0 8405 045 0"45
S0-CM &W49 &.497 DAN3 OAI
39-41PM Un% • f Ul1 6.41

49--rN U36 am1 M5 am
IW-I8 M O - am oW
II--MN SKI 02. &Ma om&

*-f ANL

Shlyakov [18], comparing the results of calculations of thermal

radiation fluxes in the atmosphere by the Shekhter nomograph with the

results of measurements, notez good agreement between them.
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Thus it is possible to say that the most reliable results for

various heights of troposphere are given by the nomographs of Shekhter

and Brooks and also by the nomograph of Yamamoto. The results obtained

with the Yamamoto nomograph sometimes differ quite noticeably- in -

comparison with the results of the Shekhter and Brooks nomographs. 1
Thiz- ocaurs mainly because of the use of different characteristics of

absorption of water vapor. Clarification of which function of absorp-

tion is the most true requires special investigation.

It stems to us that first of all it is necessary to study in

detail the quantitative characteristics of absorption of long-wave

radiation in the atmosphere on the basis of the latest data, in order

to obtain the most exact transmission function possible. Besides this

it is necessary to clarify how to consider the influence of pressure

on fluxes of thermal atmospheric radiation. As can be seen from

Tables 11 and 12, the influence on the correction for pressure has

value especially with small radiation fluxes. Gergen [19] affirms

that the use of a correction for pressure during calculation of

effective absorbing masses leads to results which are incorrect in

principle, since in reality the absorption function depends on pressure.

But from the practical point of view the use of effective absorbing

mass is a unique method for simplification of calculations; direct

introduction of the correction for pressure into the function of

absorption would lead to extreme complication of radiation nomographs.

Thus it should be determined whether the difference in the results of

fluxes of thermal radiation arises with the introduction of corrections.I

for pressure directly irto the function of absorption or with use of

effective absorbing mass.

Another questIon is, what is the form of the correfition itself? 4
As we have already seen, there exists a series of formulns (7, 9, 10)
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-/-and--opi1nton2-i-&tlie-to this correction. On the basis of some recent

works (15, 16] one should apparently consider the real correction to

.44v thie torm

_. The _gwt value o!n -requires-more-detakiled-i-veaiigatiOn.

It wai-already noted that the influence of temperature on the

funition of absorption appears in two forms ("effect of displacement"

and dependence of the coefficient of absorption from temperature). As

is known, these factors act in opposite directions.

Certain authors [2, 11] consider that these factors approximately

copensate one another. It follows from this that in no case is it

- i possible to consider only one of these factors. This is the essential

fundamental deficiency of the nomographs of Dmitriyev, Elsasser, ard

also MU6ge and Milier, since in them only the "effect of diaplacement"

was considered. Apparently so long as the data on the dependence of

the coefficient of absorption on temperature are insufficient it is

better to consider the function of absorption to be independent of

temperature.

A more precise definition of the principles of radiation nomographs

on the one hand permits determining the value of fluxes of thermal

radiation more exactly, but on the other hand leads to complications.

Due to this the planimetry errors which appear can exceed the obtained

increase in accuracy. It seems that improvement of radiation nomographs

by means cf more exact calculation of the influence of the various

additional factors is of value so long as this does not lead to

essential complication of the nomograph.



Course of Thermal Fluxes of the Atmsophere on Different
Latitudes andp .igts in the Troposphere

Proceeding from th6 given reasoning, we decided to use xe•h _...

values calculated by the nom•graphs of Shekhter and Brooks during the L

study of the movement of fluxes of thermal radiation in the troposrhere [j

with height for different latitudes. For a more detailed stu4y of-the --

movement of fluxes of thermal radiation with height we produced

additional calculations by the nomographs of Shekhter and Brooks for

heights of 2 and 5 km. The results are given in Table 14. On the

basis of this table we calculated the mean values of fluxes of thermal

atmospheric radiation (Table 15, Figs. 8 and 9).

Table 14. Movement of Thermal Fluxes of Atmospheric Radiation
with Height for Different Latitudes__

z n I° O t -,mi..n) • .. .
I SM• ;" a~ 1.. I."' I Sams L&7 Simi" *as IS Are *' i" t GI"* $)a

Lesco,,nf•g flux of aftsopheric radiation

s -Ir . U 1 ma - - US U1 S • ,
-WM 4W OM effe' OaM -GJW a6 SA N M 0 0415

XWa' amn am ax" 6= - .1 .. 6 aw a W ant am 0.6

*-4wK 4 01 3 1am us 0 15m a1 1 nt US 0.144 em

s-"# &W OW &WS U OW a= 1 11 .111 O.A1 am

Effective atmospteric radiationr

P(C&/ouZlfl)p(oa1/og 2 _Sin)

a-IPM OM SUB. OM1 GM O U S CIA084 0361 * U

aerae rm thm e amo Of to Whe noWt usl at almegts tr

at the evel of the earth' r s decrease i,-, noewhat seas In

the tropic and subtropic zones than in the middle latitudes. In mnddle
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.... Table 15. Mean Values of Thermal Fluxes of
f the tethisdres for Different Latitudes and

G•am* '2 ui4 S &a am .*Wi S*m~uN- '

ofst decreaseu n e zn 0 ur m7re or l s leary r ati

a height of 8 km from the equator to 4ON there occurs a comparatively

fast decrease, but in the zone 40-70014 the value of back radiation is
practically unchanged.

Fig. 8. Movement of back radiation of the

atmosphere with height: 0 - 0-10 N;
A 0

1- 10-20 N; 2 -20-30 N; 3 - 30-40 N;

0 0

- 4o-50°N; 5 -- O-60ON; 6 - 60-700N.

Effective r:diation has - charply expressed maximum in the zone

20-30 N, which with an increase in height is displaced nearer to the

zone 10-200 N. The cause of -i'L; maximum is apparently the comparatively
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large values of temperature and small values of humidity in the

subtropical regions.

At the level of the

earth's surface the

greatest values of

effective radiation
• are obtained ih the

zones 50-60°N and

6o-7o0 N. It is

possible to consider

. . Ithat these values are
Fig. 9. Movement of effective radiation explained by the fow..
with height: 0 - 0-1 0°N; I - iO-200 N;

2 - 20-30'N; 3 - 30-40°N; 4 - 40-50°0 N; humidity of these

5 - 50-60°N; 6 - 60-700 N. latitudes on clear

March days, when the

temperature of earth's surface at the same time is relatively high.

On all remaining heights in the troposphere there is a decrease

in effective radiation from the zone 20-30ON to the pole.

Figures 8 and 9 show the movement of back radiation and effective

atmospheric radiation with height. Within the limits 0-8 km thermal
fluxes of the atmosphere

Table 16. Average Gradients of Atmospheric

Thermal Fluxes for Different Latitudes and change more or less
Heights

, *• , a (cal/Ca2 .mj.-kM) IFIda48 (C&al/C 2 "_T Im) linearly. Table 16

km km km I "•I km km I km gives the correspondinf!

O -ION -0O3 -0.066 _-8M -0.047 0.OU 0.042. O. 0.024 gradients of the change
1o-2N -oZI - 606 - 0.05 -0-o0 -0M46 0M 0.o2o 0.023 0026
20-30 N -0.0•0 -0A.08 -0.061 -OMO. 0.034 OW 0M50.0o in back radiation. and
30--40VR -0.42 -. 0060 -0.041, -0.42 0.024 0.o 0.021 0.025
40-.5o'v -0.o03 ..-.050 -0.046 -0.032 0.24 0.031 0.024 0.019 effe,-tive radihtion at
5s-60'N -0.028 -0.044 -0.039 -0=25 0.018 0.031 0.3 0.015
60--7" -0.026 -0.026 -- 0.029 -O.OII 0019 0.019 0A16 0.01t vsr: oww" high-ulItitude

region.;.
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K. Ya. londrattyev for his valuable counrel and attention to my work.

,- 10 a* Oarrespond ngi Units Used in this Article
Delgr~~-' - Meaning
ti M-4

3

_ _AA_- -- - vrptivin -function -for -paralel rad iaa-

-- Absorption function for diffuse radiation.

-Cal Radiation flux of an ideal black body.

E- 2 Cal Intensity of radiation of an ideal black
cm •minster body at wavelength X.

Integral intensity of radiation of an
I ideal black body.
e mb Tension of water vapor.

cal Effective atmospheric radiation.

Sf% Fraction of total radiation of an ideal
black body ccrresponding to wavelength X.

ot cal Descending atmospheric radiation flux.

o• Ascending flux of radiation of the atmo-
sphere and the earth.

In~x) - Gold function

W " _... -cal Intensity of descending radiation flux.
cm -min-ster

1 " Intensity of ascending radiation flux.
kx i/"ci'z" Coefficient' of absorption at wavelength

X.
IX i/"cm" Generalized coefficient of absorption at

wavelength X.
m "cm" Mass of substance absorbing radiation.
ml "cm" Effective mass of absorbing substance.
P -- 'ansmiss"on function for parallel

r-idiation.
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Table (Continued) -------------- 
f

Designa- Units 
.. . .. -- "-tions MeArnr

1. 2 3
PD Transmission function for dIffuse

rad:iation.p mb Air pressure.
_q g/g Specific htumidity..

T oK Absolute temperature.
t oC Temperature.

u "cm" "tfeCt've absorbing mass or carbondioxide in the at1osphere.cm fective absorbing mass of water vapor
In the atmosphere.

wIcea Total content of water vapor in the atmo-Sphere, counting from level Z.z km Height above the earth's surface.& 
fi/em alf-Width.

$deg Zenith angle.

Elnittance.X Wavelength.

I/cm Wave number.
PMg/cm 3  Density of substance absorbing radiation.

Pw g/cm3 Density of water vapor In atmosphere.*a'-I8114-M cm... cal ,t 
i~~t~4cm .Minster Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

5-- Per Brooks nomograph.
# - Per Imitriyev nomograph.M-- Per Mdgge and WMller nomograph.• -- Per Robinson nomograph.

S-- Per Shekhter nomograph.
S- Per Elsasser nomograph.

S-- Per Yamamoto nomograph.

,CM in centimeters of precipitated substance at ;TP.

FTID-- 
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